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Abstract— A fusion ARTMAP is an online incremental
supervised learning algorithm with multiple input channels.
Whenever the ARTMAP receives labeled data, it can learn the
data instantly. The fusion ARTMAP, however, is not robust to
noise, which means the network predicts the wrong classes from
noisy inputs. To solve this problem, we propose a multi-channel
classification resonance network (MCRN). MCRN consists of
two phases. In the first phase, the network maintains multiple
channels without concatenating the inputs. In the second phase,
the network identifies the inputs near the decision boundaries
and reclassifies them by employing multi-layer perceptron
(MLP) networks of which weights are trained by a backpropa-
gation algorithm. A parallel match tracking process in MCRN
finds the inputs near the decision boundaries. Two-channel
classification simulations are carried out to demonstrate the
effectiveness of MCRN for multi-channel cases. The simulation
results show that the performance of MCRN is better than that
of the fusion ARTMAP for artificial data sets.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of computers, a multi-layer percep-
tron (MLP) has been widely used in various applications
requiring high computational speed. However, the MLP is
basically an offline classification algorithm. It means a whole
process of the MLP should be conducted again, whenever
new data are presented. Although the computational speed
has been increased, it is inefficient to repeat the whole
process for learning the new inputs.

On the other hand, an ARTMAP based on an adaptive
resonance theory (ART) can learn training data online [1]-
[4]. The ARTMAP is an online incremental supervised
learning algorithm based on the ART network, while the
ART is an unsupervised learning algorithm that categorizes
inputs incrementally. Inputs should be normalized when they
enter the ARTMAP networks since the ART network needs
normalized inputs. To deal with the raw inputs without the
normalization process in advance, developmental resonance
network (DRN), ARTMAP-HC (Hierarchical Classification),
and online incremental classification resonance network
(OICRN) were proposed [5]-[7]. The DRN is to categorize
unlabeled data, the ARTMAP-HC is to conduct incremental
class supervised learning like the ARTMAP network, and
similarly the OICRN is for online incremental supervised
learning.

There are two fundamental types of ARTMAP networks. A
fuzzy ARTMAP receives inputs from a single input channel
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and predicts labels of test inputs [8]. A fusion ARTMAP,
unlike the fuzzy ARTMAP, has multiple input channels and
it can be applied to more various situations [9]. The fuzzy
ARTMAP algorithm is not robust to noise, which means that
if a test input belonging to a category near a decision bound-
ary, its label as the ground truth can be predicted wrong.
Also, the ARTMAP has a category proliferation problem
that the number of categories increases continually as the
network receives new types of inputs. Several works have
tried to overcome these drawbacks. A Distributed ARTMAP
combines advantages of MLP and ART networks [10].
Specifically, a winner-take-all (WTA) strategy is replaced by
a distribution strategy. A Threshold and Posterior Probability
FAM (TPPFAM) handles the category proliferation problem
by setting a threshold before a new node is created [11].
Also, they increase the classification accuracy by considering
both predictions based on a dynamic Q-rule and posterior
probability. A QFAM-GA is a hybrid model that combines
the fuzzy ARTMAP with Q-learning and a genetic algorithm
that extracts rules from data [12]. By using Q-learning, the
classification ability in noisy conditions is improved. An
OnARTMAP also handles the category proliferation problem
by using the overlapping region detection process [13]. Also,
a batch learning is conducted in another stage to improve
the generalization performance. However, these works only
consider a single input channel case.

Similarly, the fusion ARTMAP is not also robust to noise.
If an input belongs to a category near the decision boundary,
the network predicts a wrong label for the input with a
high probability. In addition, unlike the fuzzy ARTMAP,
the fusion ARTMAP receives inputs from multiple channels.
These multiple inputs are concatenated during the process of
the fusion ARTMAP. The input concatenation modifies the
information that the inputs from individual channels contain.
This leads to the wrong predictions of labels of test inputs
eventually.

In order to overcome the drawbacks of the fusion
ARTMAP, we propose a multi-channel classification reso-
nance network (MCRN). The overall procedure of MCRN
consists of two phases. In the first phase, the online incre-
mental supervised learning is conducted. MCRN does not
use the input concatenation when gathering inputs from the
multiple channels. Because simply concatenating the inputs
results in a greater difference between initial input values and
the learned weights. Moreover, the network misclassifies the
test inputs near the decision boundaries. To classify these
inputs correctly, our network conducts the second phase
of learning after the online incremental learning. In the
second phase, the network reclassifies these inputs by using
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a backpropagation algorithm. The inputs near the decision
boundaries are found by a parallel match tracking process
in MCRN. As a result, MCRN is more robust to noise
and shows higher classification accuracy than the fusion
ARTMAP because of the newly added processes mentioned
above. Simulation results verify the effectiveness of our
proposed MCRN in the multi-channel classification scenario.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, the procedures of fusion ART, fuzzy ART and fusion
ARTMAP algorithms are briefly summarized as preliminar-
ies. Our new network MCRN is proposed in Section III
with details. In Section IV, simulation results comparing our
network with the fusion ARTMAP are presented. Finally,
concluding remarks follow in Section V.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Fusion ART
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Fig. 1. Fusion ART structure.

Fig. 1 shows the structure of a fusion ART network. The
fusion ART network receives inputs from multiple input
channels and categorizes them into the multiple nodes in an
output field, F o

fus [14]. The overall procedures are briefly
described in the following.

1) Complement Coding: When an input Il =
[xl1, x

l
2, ..., x

l
a] enters the l-th channel of the input field

lF i
fus, an activity vector Îl = [Il, I

c
l ] is generated, where

a is a dimension of the input and Icl = 1 − Il. Elements
of the input have values between 0 and 1, i.e. xlk ∈ [0, 1]
for k = 1, 2, ..., a and l = 1, 2, ..., nfus, where nfus is the
number of input channels in the fusion ART.

2) Code Activation: A choice function is calculated for
each node in the output field F o

fus along with weight vectors.
For each node j of F o

fus, the choice function is defined by

Tj =

nfus∑
l=1

γl
|wl

j ∧ Îl|
α+ |wl

j |
, (1)

where
(p ∧ q)(k) ≡ min(p(k),q(k)), (2)

|p| ≡
M∑
k=1

|p(k)| (3)

for any M -dimensional vectors p and q, and where
γl ∈ [0, 1] is a contribution parameter of the l-th in-
put channel, α > 0 is a choice parameter and wl

j =

[wl
j(1),wl

j(2), ...,wl
j(2a)] indicates a weight vector of the l-

th input channel and the node j in F o
fus. Initially, wl

j(i) = 1
for i = 1, 2, ..., 2a.

3) Code Competition: After the code activation, the net-
work chooses a node with the largest value of the choice
function. The node Jfus which has the largest value of the
choice function is defined by

Jfus = argmax
j∈{1,2,...,Nfus}

{Tj}, (4)

where Nfus is the number of nodes in the output field F o
fus.

4) Template Matching: After the code competition pro-
cess, the network calculates a resonance value and compares
it with a vigilance parameter. If the following equation is
satisfied for the node Jfus and all nfus input channels, the
node is resonant and called a matched node.

ml
j =
|wl

j ∧ Îl|
|Îl|

≥ ρl, (5)

where ml
j is a resonance value of the l-th input channel

and the node j, ρl is a vigilance parameter of the l-th input
channel. Otherwise, the network repeats the code competition
process to select another node and then checks a resonance
condition by (5). If none of nodes satisfy the resonance
condition, a new node is created. A weight vector for the
newly created node is defined by w

l(new)
j = Îl.

5) Template Learning: Once the matched node is selected,
the weight vector of such node is updated by

w
l(new)
Jfus

= (1− β)w
l(old)
Jfus

+ β(Îl ∧w
l(old)
Jfus

), (6)

where l = 1, 2, ..., nfus and β ∈ [0, 1] is a learning rate.
6) Fuzzy ART: A fuzzy ART network receives inputs from

a single input channel, i.e. nfus = 1 [15]. All the processes
are the same as that of the fusion ART.

B. Fusion ARTMAP
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Fig. 2. Fusion ARTMAP structure.

A fusion ARTMAP has three ART modules, ART a,
ART b, and ART c [16]. The ART a and ART b modules
are comprised of a single fuzzy ART network each, and the
ART c module consists of several fuzzy ART networks. Fig.
2 shows that the ART c module has n different fuzzy ART
networks. Inputs enter the ART c module and go through the
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ART a module. Then, the ART a module predicts the labels
of inputs. The ART a and ART b modules are connected
through a map field.

1) ART c: An input Ck = [ck1 , c
k
2 , ..., c

k
a] enters an input

field of the k-th fuzzy ART network, kF i
c , of the ART c

module. After a node Jk is activated and the corresponding
weight vector of the node, wk

Jk
, is updated, a compressed

recognition code is generated, where Jk is an index of a
node activated in the k-th fuzzy ART network of the ART c
module. The compressed recognition code of the k-th ART c
channel, Zk, is defined by

Zk = (1− β)w
k(old)
Jk

+ β(Ĉk ∧w
k(old)
Jk

), (7)

where k = 1, 2, ..., n, β ∈ [0, 1] is a learning rate, Ĉk =

[Ck,C
c
k] and w

k(old)
Jk

indicates a weight vector before the
udpate.

2) ART a and ART b: An input of the ART a module
is A = [Z1,Z2, ...,Zn] which is a concatenation of com-
pressed recognition codes from the ART c module. The c
ompressed recognition codes match the learned patterns in
the ART c module against the current input vectors Ck for
k = 1, 2, ..., n. Moreover, they help the network to keep the
input dimension constant even if the number of nodes in
the ART c module increases. As the fuzzy ART algorithm
progresses, the network activates a node Ja and creates
ya = [ya1 , y

a
2 , ..., y

a
Na

] which satisfies

yaj =

{
1, if j = Ja
0, otherwise, (8)

where j = 1, 2, ..., Na and Na is the number of nodes in an
output field F o

a .
Likewise, an input B = [b1, b2, ..., bm] enters a field F i

b of
the ART b module and yb is created, where m is a dimension
of the input B. If a node Jb is activated, an output of the
ART b module yb = [yb1, y

b
2, ..., y

b
Nb

] is defined by

ybp =

{
1, if p = Jb
0, otherwise, (9)

where p = 1, 2, ..., Nb and Nb is the number of nodes in an
output field F o

b .
3) Map Field Activation: The map field is activated when

one of the ART a or ART b modules is activated. When the
ART a module is activated, a weight vector of the map field
corresponding to the matched node Ja of ART a, wab

Ja
=

[wab
Ja

(1),wab
Ja

(2), ...,wab
Ja

(Nb)], is identified, where initially,
wab

j (p) = 1 for j = 1, 2, ..., Na, p = 1, 2, ..., Nb, and an
output of the map field, xab, is defined by
xab =

yb ∧wab
Ja
, if F o

a is active and F o
b is active

wab
Ja
, if F o

a is active and F o
b is inactive

yb, if F o
a is inactive and F o

b is active
0, if F o

a is inactive and F o
b is inactive.

(10)

4) Parallel Match Tracking: A parallel match tracking
process occurs when the ART a module predicts a different
label compared with the output of the ART b module. If

|xab| < ρab|yb|, (11)

where ρab is a map field vigilance parameter, the network
finds better nodes that do not satisfy (11).

Let us define θ as

θ = min{
|wk

Jk
∧ Ĉk|
|Ĉk|

|∀k ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}}, (12)

where Jk is an index of the matched node that activated
of the k-th fuzzy ART network of the ART c module. By
calculating θ, we can find a channel with the poorest reso-
nance value among the ART c channels, called the poorest
channel. The next step is to increase the vigilance parameter
of the ART c module and to change the matched node of
the poorest channel. Since the vigilance parameters of all
ART c channels are the same, a new vigilance parameter of
the ART c module is defined as

ρ(new)
c = min{θ + ε, 1}, (13)

where ε is a small positive value that is enough to change
the activated node of the poorest channel. The parallel match
tracking process also makes the vigilance parameter of the
ART a module, ρa, increase. A new vigilance parameter of
the ART a module is defined as

ρ(new)
a =

{
|wJa∧Â|

|Â|
+ ε, if θ = 1

min{ρ(old)a + ∆, 1}, otherwise,
(14)

where wJa is a weight vector of the Ja-th activated node in
F o
a , Â = [A,Ac], and ∆ = θ− ρ(old)a + ε. The modification

of vigilance parameters leads to a change in xab and the
network repeats this process until (11) is not true.

C. Limitations of the Fusion ARTMAP

1) A Concatenation of Compressed Recognition Codes:
The input of the ART a module is the concatenation of the
compressed recognition codes from the ART c module, i.e.
A = [Z1,Z2, ...,Zn]. Each compressed recognition code
contains the information from each channel, but, this infor-
mation becomes noisy by the concatenation. As the number
of compressed recognition codes is increased, there exists a
distance between the weight vector of the map field, wab

j for
j = 1, 2, ..., Na, and the initial inputs Ck for k = 1, 2, ..., n.
The distance between the initial inputs and the compressed
recognition codes, the one between the input of the ART a
module and the corresponding weight vector are generated
inevitably due to the process of the fuzzy ART network.
But the distance between the compressed recognition codes
and the input of the ART a module is caused by the input
concatenation. This leads to failures of label predictions for
test inputs.
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Fig. 3. The example of two-dimensional input p and the weight vector
wj . If the true decision boundary penetrates the area of the j-th weight
vector, the inputs belong to both the j-th node and the area of label one
would be predicted wrong.

2) Label Predictions of Inputs near Decision Boundaries:
When the fusion ARTMAP predicts labels of test inputs near
boundaries by using the trained weight vectors, the network
may predict the labels wrong. For example, let us consider a
two-dimensional input p and a weight vector of the j-th node
for the k-th channel, wj = [wj1,w

c
j2]. Since the point p is

inside of the decision boundary of the j-th weight vector, the
j-th node is activated, and the network predicts p as the label
zero. However, if the true decision boundary penetrates the
area of the decision boundary of the j-th node, the predicted
label should be 1 rather than 0, as shown in Fig. 3. Thus,
the inputs near the decision boundaries make the prediction

errors with a high probability.

III. PROPOSED MCRN

In this section, a new network, called MCRN is proposed.
Fig. 4 shows the overall architecture of MCRN. Our network
is trained by the training inputs and can predict labels of test
inputs in real-time during the first phase, Phase 1. Unlike the
fusion ARTMAP, the proposed model does not concatenate
the compressed recognition codes from the ART c module.
By doing so, the interference between channels can be
reduced and the information from each ART c channel is
more preserved. In addition, the network conducts the second
phase of learning, Phase 2.

In Phase 2, the network reclassifies the inputs near the
decision boundaries. The network finds these inputs by using
the parallel match tracking process. When the parallel match
tracking process occurs, at least one of the channels of the
ART c module predicts a wrong label. From this observation,
our network stores the activated nodes of each channel of
the ART c module when the match tracking condition is
true. We call such nodes the match tracked nodes. Besides,
other nodes can be newly activated during the parallel match
tracking process, and the network also stores these nodes.
We define both the match tracked nodes and theses newly
activated nodes as parallel match tracking condition (PMTC)
nodes. The network makes a list of the PMTC nodes and
the corresponding inputs activating these nodes. For each
PMTC node, the corresponding inputs are then reclassified
by employing multi-layer perceptron (MLP) networks of
which weights are trained by the backpropagation algorithm.
After training all the MLP networks, test inputs activating the
PMTC nodes are classified by them each with the learned
classification weights.
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A. Phase 1

In Phase 1, the online incremental learning is conducted
(see Fig. 4). Most of learning processes are the same as
those of the fusion ARTMAP. The difference between the
two is that MCRN does not concatenate the compressed
recognition codes from the ART c module. For this purpose,
in the ART a module, the fusion ART network is used instead
of the fuzzy ART network. It reduces the difference between
the weight vectors of the map field and the applied inputs of
the ART c module.

The learning procedures of the ART b and ART c modules
are the same as that of the fusion ARTMAP while the
procedure of the ART a module is different. A compressed
recognition code from the k-th channel of the ART c module,
Zk, enters the k-th ART a input channel, kF i

a. Then, the
activity vector, Ẑk = [Zk,Z

c
k], is generated and the choice

function of the node j is calculated by

Tj =
n∑

k=1

γk
|wk

j ∧ Ẑk|
α+ |wk

j |
, (15)

where γk ∈ [0, 1] is a contribution parameter of the k-th
channel of the ART a module, wk

j is a weight vector of
the j-th node and the k-th channel of the ART a module
and α > 0 is a choice parameter. Once the node with the
largest choice function value, Ja, is selected, the resonance
condition is checked by

mk
j =
|wk

j ∧ Ẑk|
|Ẑk|

≥ ρka, (16)

where ρka is a vigilance parameter of the k-th channel of the
ART a module and k = 1, 2, ..., n. The resonance condition
is true only when (16) is satisfied in all n channels of the
ART a module. If the node Ja is resonant, the output ya is
created by (8).

The map field activation follows the same process as in
the fusion ARTMAP, but the parallel match tracking process
is modified as follows. Once the poorest channel is identified
by (12) and the vigilance parameter of the ART c module
is modified by (13), the vigilance parameter of the ART a
module is updated by

ρ(new)
a =


|wi

Ji
∧Ẑi|

|Ẑi|
+ ε, if θ = 1

min{ρ(old)a + ∆, 1}, otherwise,
(17)

where i is an index of the poorest channel of the ART c
module and wi

Ji
is a weight vector of the Ji-th node of the

i-th ART a channel.

B. Phase 2

In Phase 2, the inputs near the decision boundaries are
reclassified by using MLPs. As we already mentioned in
Section II, such inputs can be predicted wrong frequently.
Thus, a final prediction accuracy after Phase 2 is expected
to be higher than that only after Phase 1.
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Fig. 5. The structure of the MLP. For the i-th PMTC node of the k-th
ART c channel, the MLP trains the m-th training input belonging to the
node, kCi

m. After training, labels of test inputs belonging to the node will
be predicted by using the trained MLP.

1) Finding the inputs near the decision boundaries: We
first find the inputs near the decision boundaries by the
parallel match tracking process. The parallel match tracking
process occurs when at least one of the ART c channels
is predicted wrong, i.e. at least one of the inputs is near
the decision boundaries. Thus, during Phase 1, the network
stores all of the match tracked nodes of the ART c channels
when the parallel match tracking process occurs. During the
parallel match tracking process, other nodes can be newly
activated after the vigilance parameters are modified. The
network then stores the newly activated nodes as well, since
the inputs belonging to the newly activated nodes may also
be near the decision boundaries. As a result, the number of
stored nodes for each ART c channel is larger than that of
the match tracked nodes only, after Phase 1. As we already
mentioned, we define these nodes as PMTC nodes.

2) Classification by MLPs: In order to reclassify the
inputs near the decision boundaries, we make a list of PMTC
nodes and the corresponding inputs for each ART c channel.
During Phase 2, the network stores sets of inputs belonging
to each PMTC node, and each set of inputs is classified by
using its labels. Fig. 5 shows the structure of the MLP that
classifies the sets of inputs.

For the i-th PMTC node of the k-th ART c channel, there
are kM i training inputs belonging to the node. The hidden
activations and the predicted label are calculated as follows:

kHi
lm = kWi

l · kCi
m + kbi

l
kGi

lm = kf il (kHi
lm)

kHi
om = kWi

o · kGi
lm + kbi

o
kỹi

m = kf io(kHi
om)

, (18)

where kHi
lm is an intermediate output of the l-th hidden

layer, kGi
lm is a final output of the l-th hidden layer,

kHi
om is an intermediate output of the output layer, and

kỹi
m is a predicted label of the m-th training input. The

activation function kf il for hidden layers is a non-linear
function, like relu, hyperbolic tangent (tanh), sigmoid, etc.
The activation function kfol for the output layer is generally
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TABLE I
A LIST OF VARIABLES USED IN SECTION III.B WITH DESCRIPTIONS

Variable Description
kI The number of PMTC nodes of the k-th ART c channel

kM i The number of training inputs associated with
the i-th PMTC node of the k-th ART c channel

kLi The number of hidden layers of the MLP associated with
the i-th PMTC node of the k-th ART c channel

kCi
m

The m-th training input associated with
the i-th PMTC node of the k-th ART c channel

kWi
l ,

kbi
l

A classification weight and a bias of the l-th hidden layer
of the MLP associated with the i-th PMTC node
of the k-th ART c channel

kWi
o,

kbi
o

A classification weight and a bias of the output layer
of the MLP associated with the i-th PMTC node
of the k-th ART c channel

kf i
l

An activate function of the l-th hidden layer of the MLP
associated with the i-th PMTC node
of the k-th ART c channel

kf i
o

An activate function of the output layer of the MLP
associated with the i-th PMTC node
of the k-th ART c channel

kCosti A cost function of the MLP associated with
the i-th PMTC node of the k-th ART c channel

softmax function. A cross entropy is defined by

kCosti = − 1

mk
i

mk
i∑

m=1

(kyi
m log(kỹi

m)+(1−kyi
m)log(1−kỹi

m)),

(19)
for k = 1, 2, ..., n, i = 1, 2, ..., kI , m = 1, 2, ..., kM i,
and l = 1, 2, ..., kLi. Classification weights are updated by
a gradient descent optimization [17] to minimize the cost
function. They are updated as follows:

kW
i(new)
l = kW

i(old)
l − η∇kWi

l

kCosti

kb
i(new)
l = kb

i(old)
l − η∇kbi

l

kCosti

kW
i(new)
o = kW

i(old)
o − η∇kWi

o

kCosti

kb
i(new)
o = kb

i(old)
o − η∇kbi

o

kCosti

, (20)

where η is a learning rate.
3) Label predictions of Test Inputs: When a test input

belongs to one of the PMTC nodes, the input is reclassified
by the corresponding MLP of that node. The predicted label
changes from the existing one obtained during Phase 1 to the
new prediction obtained by the process of Phase 2. A higher
prediction accuracy is expected due to the reclassification
process.

IV. SIMULATION

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of MCRN, we
conducted a two-channel classification simulation and com-
pared with the fusion ARTMAP. In the simulation, each
network takes two-dimensional points as inputs. The inputs
are randomly distributed inside a unit square. In the first
channel, the data set consists of the data in the circle-in-
square, which means the label of each input is 1 or 0

depending on whether the inputs are in an inner-circle or
not. In the second channel, the data set consists of the
data in the triangle-in-square, which means the label is 1
or 0 depending on whether the input is in an inner-triangle
or not, respectively. An input of the ART b module is a
concatenation of two labels in this simulation. For example,
if an input of the first channel is in the circle and an input
of the second channel is not in the triangle, then the input
of the ART b module is [1, 0]. If even one of the channels
is predicted wrong, it is considered as the wrong prediction.

A. Data Sets

We created randomly distributed points inside the square.
There are four data sets we made in total. The first data
set contains 1,000 training and test data for each. The
others have 2,000, 5,000 and 10,000 training and test data,
respectively. Both training and test data have labels.

B. Implementation Details

We set all of the vigilance parameters to 0.95, except
the one of the ART b module. The vigilance parameter
of the ART b module was set to 1 since labels should be
categorized strictly. The learning rate β was set to 1 for a
fast learning. During the classification of Phase 2, we used
the network with one hidden layer. A tanh function was used
for the activation function of the hidden layer and a sigmoid
function was used for that of the output layer. A predicted
label of the m-th test input belonging to the i-th PMTC node
of the k-th ART c channel is defined by

kyi(pred)
m =

{
1, if kỹi

m ≥ 0.5
0, otherwise. (21)

Classification weights were randomly initialized. We used
the learning rate η = 0.2, and stopped the training when the
cost was less than 0.1 or the number of iterations were more
than 1,000,000 times.

C. Results and Discussion

Figs. 6 and 7 show the results of MCRN on the two-
channel classification. Red circles indicate test data of label
1, and blue circles are test data of label 0. The test data that
the network predicts as a label of 1 are colored by a yellow
square. Ideally, yellow squares should be in the circle or
triangle only. The yellow squares marked on the outside of
the circle or triangle indicate the wrong predictions. From
the figures, we can see that the classification performance of
Phase 2 is much better than that of Phase 1 through the num-
ber of yellow squares outside the circle and triangle visually.
This is because the data near the decision boundaries have
been reclassified during Phase 2, and it leads to the better
prediction.

It is also noted that as the number of training data
increases, the difference between Phase 1 and Phase 2 in-
creases. When the number of data is 1,000, the classification
result of Phase 2 is slightly better than that of Phase 1.
However, when the number of data is 10,000, two phases
show a significant difference in the classification accuracy.
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Fig. 6. Classification results after Phase 1. Ideally, yellow squares should
be in the inner-circle and inner-triangle. Yellow squares outside those areas
indicate test data that are predicted wrong. Best viewed in color.

TABLE II
THE PMTC INPUTS PERCENTAGE ON EACH CHANNEL

ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OF DATA.

The Number of Data 1000 2000 5000 10000

The First Channel 15.0% 25.4% 45.9% 83.7%

The Second Channel 9.1% 34.0% 55.6% 82.5%

This can be explained by the amount of input data near the
decision boundaries among all PMTC inputs. We define a
PMTC inputs percentage as a ratio of the number of inputs

Fig. 7. Classification results after Phase 2. The network reclassified test
data that caused prediction errors, and it increased the prediction accuracy.
As the number of data increases, the effect of Phase 2 becomes stronger.
Best viewed in color.

belonging to the PMTC nodes near the decision boundaries
to the number of all inputs near the boundaries. We assume
that if an input is within a distance of 0.05 from the
boundaries, it is considered as the input near the boundaries.
The percentage on each channel according to the number
of data are summarized in Table II. In the table, as the
number of data increases, the percentages rapidly increase.
It means that more inputs were reclassified proportionally as
the number of data increases, and consequently, there was
higher increase in the prediction accuracy when switching
from Phase 1 to Phase 2.
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TABLE III
COMPARISON RESULTS BETWEEN THE FUSION ARTMAP AND MCRN IN THE TWO-CHANNEL CLASSIFICATION SIMULATION.

The Number of Data 1000 2000 5000 10000

Accuracy Training acc. Test acc. Training acc. Test acc. Training acc. Test acc. Training acc. Test acc.

Fusion ARTMAP 99.5% 75.8% 98.2% 78.8% 94.6% 79.6% 92.5% 79.6%

MCRN Phase 1 99.7% 74.7% 99.2% 79.3% 97.5% 80.4% 95.4% 82.8%

Phase 2 99.7% 76.6% 99.3% 87.2% 98.3% 95.0% 98.7% 97.6%
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Fig. 8. Test accuracies of the fusion ARTMAP and MCRN networks.
Generally, the accuracy of Phase 1 of MCRN is higher than the one of the
fusion ARTMAP. The accuracy of Phase 2 of MCRN is much higher than
the one of Phase 1 of MCRN. As the number of training data increases, the
accuracy of the fusion ARTMAP is saturated, but those of MCRN increase.

Finally, we compared the classification results between the
fusion ARTMAP and MCRN. Classification accuracies in
the two-channel classification simulations are summarized
in Table III and Fig. 8. Generally, both the training and test
accuracies of Phase 1 of MCRN are higher than those of
the fusion ARTMAP, and in MCRN, the accuracy of Phase
2 is higher than that of Phase 1. In other words, by using
MCRN, better classification accuracy can be achieved in real-
time and it will be much better after the training of Phase 2.
Note that as the number of data increases, the accuracy of
Phase 2 increases exponentially. This is because the PMTC
inputs percentages also increases rapidly as the number of
data increases. A reason for misclassification cases is that the
PMTC inputs percentages are not large enough to reclassify
all the inputs near the decision boundaries.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a new network called MCRN was pro-
posed. Proposed MCRN was able to receive the compressed
recognition codes through multiple channels, which leads
to better prediction accuracy than the fusion ARTMAP. In
addition, the parallel match tracking process was used to
find the inputs near the decision boundaries and such inputs
were reclassified in the newly designed Phase 2. This post-
processing improved the prediction accuracy of our network
with a large margin. The effectiveness of MCRN was demon-
strated through simulations using two channels for different
sets of input data. For future work, we will consider how
to make the network be an online learning algorithm. If

Phase 2 is conducted in real-time, the network can reinforce
its classification ability in online applications. Naturally, the
network takes advantages of online incremental learning.
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